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1. THE BEGINNING
1.1 The Foundation. (PBMLF)

creativity, initiative, perseverance, responsibili-

Psico Ballet Maite León Foundation is a private

ty, autonomy, teamwork, among others.

non-profit organization established in 1986. Its

PBMLF was created by Maite León, dancer, cho-

work focuses on the complete scenic training of

reographer and mother of a daughter with inte-

people with physical, psychological, intellec-

llectual disability. Throughout its trajectory

tual, developmental and /or sensorial diversity

PBMLF has trained more than 600 students

through its own registered methodology as

with diversity and more than 2,000 professio-

"Psico Ballet Maite León Method" that includes

nals in the field of special education and perfor-

dance, theater, music, percussion, singing, fa-

ming arts. The shows have been performed in

cial and corporal makeup, for the complete for-

Europe, United States and Canada, being seen

mation of an actor-dancer with diversity.

by more than 1,000,000 spectators.

For this, new didactic strategies are used, such

PBMLF is member of Plena Inclusión, Emprendo

as: the development of learning that encoura-

Danza and FECED (State Federation of dance

ges positive self-perception, self-motivation,

companies).
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1.2 AWARDS
1984 UNESCO Paris Prize.
1987 Queen Sofia Integration Award.
1988 IIMSERSO Award for the best social work.
1992 Laurel Prize.
2001 Medal of the Italian Republic for the Best International Dance and Disability

Show.

2001 Medal of the Autonomous University of Madrid to the most integrating and artistic show.
2003 Distinction to European excellence of the Community of Madrid for its contribution to the social integration of people with disabilities
through the performing arts.
2005 Prodis-Cermi Prize to improve autonomy and image of disability.
2009 Medal of Honor of the International Music and Dance Festival of Granada.
2010 Award from the Professional Dance Association of Community of Madrid and the Cultural Association for Dance, for "breaking the barriers
and promoting the evolution of Integrative Dance".
2010 Standing Right of Chain Radio 100 Award.
2011 IMSERSO-Infanta Cristina award of photography.
2013 City Council Granada Award for the trajectory and work of PBMLF.
2016. Roosevelt Association. Prize for the Institution that has worked in favor of Women with Disabilities.
2016. Cermi Award for the best Inclusive Cultural Action.
2019 “United for Dance award”, social ambit from Victor Ullate Dance Foundation.
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La Contaminación (1982)

Entropía (1992)

Para los que Sueñan (1996)

Queíios (1986)

Un Mar de sueños (2009)

Jet Lag (2014)
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1.3 PSICO BALLET COMPANY

between intergenerational people with and

Psico ballet company predates the Foundation

without disabilities. The 40 dancers are divided

itself; Created in 1980, it was born as a need to

into two casts, so on tour the company is made

show the beauty and capacity of people with di-

up of 15-20 dancers.

versity. THeir first shows were strongly demanding, showing social realities such as the hiding
of people with disabilities, the environmental situation, the reality of concentration camps, or
the hypocrisy of the "appearance". Later they
evolve into more visual and educational shows,
especially aimed to children and youth.
Psico Ballet company is made up of a total of 40
dancers with and without diversity who join the
company from the age of six. It is an inclusive
company, which fosters the interrelationships
9
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2. SURREALISM
2.1 OBJETIVES

3. Towards an inclusive culture:

1. With the dancers: Train future professional



Bring contemporary dance closer to new au-

dancers. Psico Ballet company is the first step of

diences (children, youth and people at risk of

the professional company of PBMLF. The com-

social exclusion).

pany provides the dancers strategies and tools



for stage discipline, selfimprovement, solidarity
and teamwork.
2. With the public: The show is especially aimed
for family audiences with special attention to

Give a positive, creative and professional vision of people with diversity.



Generate accessible shows.



Collaborate with the scenic spaces for greater accessibility and inclusion policies.

childhood and youth. Throughout it, the main representatives of the surrealist movement will be
made known through different dance pieces in
their different artistic representations such as
painting, sculpture, music or literature.
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2.2 THE SHOW
The surrealism (…)
"It is a dictation of thought, without the regulatory intervention of reason, oblivious to
any aesthetic or moral concern."
Breton, 1924. First surrealist manifesto.
The show SURREALISM aims to bring the aesthetics of the surrealist movement closer
to different and incomprehensible plastic suggestions, in which the aesthetics of the
absurd and the transformation of reality take on importance. The show will contradict
aesthetic norms, rationality or objectivity, among others.
A contemporary dance show that breaks the concept of beauty through a dreamlike
tour of images inspired by the great surrealist creators. A show that highlights the importance of artistic freedom and mental liberation on aesthetic and body canons.

DURATION: 60 Minutes

Public: Familiar

Cast:15-20 dancers
13
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3. ARTISTIC TEAM
GABRIELA MARTÍN (CHOREOGRAPHER. ARTISTIC DIRECTOR)
Director of Psico Ballet Maite León Foundation since 2006. Trained in
classical, contemporary and flamenco dance. Choreographer and teacher
of the FPBML since 1990. Participates in numerous conferences, seminars
and masters on inclusive scene.

MAITE GÁMEZ (CHOREOGRAPHER). REHEARSAL COORDINATOR.
Diploma in Improvement in Contemporary Dance from The Contemporary Dance School (London). Graduated in Classical Ballet from the Royal
Professional Dance School of Madrid.
Dancer in the companies: Aracaladanza, Africa Morris, Contemporary
Dance School and Arunda Danza. Teacher, dancer and choreographer in
Psico Ballet Maite León Foundation since 2008.
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ESTHER GÓMEZ (CHOREOGRAPHER). REHEARSAL COORDINATOR.
Teacher with the specialty of Therapeutic Pedagogy from the Pontifical
University of Salamanca. Professor of the Course “Expert in educational
intervention in subjects with learning dysfunctions” at the U.C.M. Contemporary dancer. Dance teacher at PBMLF since 1995, Assistant Director
of companies since 1999, choreographer and teacher of the Teacher´s
training courses.

PILAR MUÑOZ (CHOREOGRAPHER).
PhD in Performing Arts of the Rey Juan Carlos University. Director of the Secondary Center. Diploma in special education and primary education. Sign
language interpreter. Training in classical and classical-Spanish dance at the
Royal Conservatory of Madrid. Teacher at Psico Ballet Maite León since
1995, dance coordinator and choreographer.
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« There are no answers in my paintings, only questions. »
René Magritte (1898-1967)
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CLEMENTE JIMÉNEZ (DESIGNER AND SCENOGRAPHER).
Painter, set designer, photographer and light designer, began his collaboration with Psico Ballet Maite León Foundation in 1990. Designer for The New
York Times magazines, El País, Mi Cartera and 5 days newspaper. Infographic
designer in IDEAS 2 and 3M. Expositions at the Círculo de Bellas Artes, Sala
Moriarty, Sala May Moré and Sala El Progreso. Photography Prize "El Lobo y
el Madroño" (2008) of the Photographic Association of San Sebastian de los
Reyes. Imserso Infanta Cristina Photography Award (2011).
JOSEP AHUMADA (COSTUME DESIGNER).
He began his career as a professional dancer with the National Classical Theater Company. He studied tailoring for Theater, Cinema and Dance and works
for Cornejo, .B.N.E, Antonio Canales, Ballet Maria Rosa, Eva Hierbabuena, B.N
Cuba, Psico Ballet Maite León, Iberica de Danza, ESQUIVEL, Arrieritos, etc.
Films like: The community, Fugitives or The Bulgarian Lovers. Designer and
producer of shows. He runs his company La corranda, founded in 2004.
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VIDEOS

PROMO
MAKING OFF
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PSICO BALLET MAITE LEÓN FOUNDATION
C/ VIZCONDE DE LOS ASILOS Nº 5
MADRID 28027
TEL: (00) 34 91 742 23 20
Mail: espectaculos@psicoballetmaiteleon.org
www.psicoballetmaiteleon.org
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A performance supported by:
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www.psicoballetmaiteleon.org
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